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Welcome to the HEPIX web

This is a Twiki "Web" for the HEPiX working groups and special interest groups. If you are looking for information about HEPiX in general and the workshops we hold, please check the HEPiX main Web site.

Working groups

Active working groups

- HEPiX batch monitoring working group
- HEPiX CPU benchmarking working group

Working groups in observer/moderator mode

- HEPiX Configuration Management working group

Archive: Terminated working groups

- HEPiX Virtualisation working group: API for image catalog, VMIC use cases and requirements

Special Interest Groups (SIGs)

- HEPiX Monitoring SIG

HEPIX Web Utilities

- advanced search
- WebTopicList - all topics in alphabetical order
- WebChanges - recent topic changes in this web
- WebNotify - subscribe to an e-mail alert sent when topics change
- WebRss, WebAtom - RSS and ATOM news feeds of topic changes
- WebStatistics - listing popular topics and top contributors
- WebPreferences - preferences of this web
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